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Abstract—A large re-circulation zone in the mouth of the Elbe
Side Channel leads to constant sedimentation and dredging of the
fairway. Investigations are being carried out at the Federal
Waterways and Research Institute concerned with constructive
technical solutions. These investigations comprise scaled and
numerical modelling. In-situ measurements are available. The
three together make an exceptional data set. Little experience is
available in the numerical modelling of such a large recirculation zone in 2D and 3D. Only with the two measurement
data sets at hand the set-up and calibration was possible. The
paper points out the crucial aspects, shows calibration results for
both the 2D- and 3D-Telemac model and provides insight in
dependencies between calibration parameters.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Elbe Side Channel (ESK) is located about 70 km
upstream the town of Hamburg and links the Elbe River to the
Midland Canal (Fig. 1). The mouth into the Elbe River can be
regarded as large widening in the otherwise trained river. A
typical re-circulation in the channel mouth accompanied by
deposition of sediment in the river bed and suspended matter in
the channel mouth is the consequence. The deposition mainly
takes place in the fairway and needs dredging. In order to
reduce the costs for maintaining the fairway the Federal
Waterways Engineering and Research Institute (BAW) was
tasked with analysing the problem and, when indicated,
developing a technical solution.

within the global evolutionary steps of technical options.
Additionally, the numerical model provided information on the
effects of certain measures on their surrounding areas The
scaled model was to comprise hydraulic aspects as well as
transport of matter into the mouth, an important issue in the
assessment of the efficiency of the different constructive
variants.
A welcomed, important side-effect of the dual model
approach is that it can be used for the further improvement of
the applied numerical modelling technique and our
understanding of river flow conditions beyond those we
commonly model.
III.

GEOMETRICAL SETTING

The channel mouth (see Fig. 2) has a width of about 480 m
where the channel meets the bank of the Elbe River. Both sides
of the channel and the transitions to the river bank on the
eastern, up-stream part and the western, down-stream part are
secured by standard sheet pile walls.

Figure 1. Elbe River with inlet of the Elbe Side Channel (ESK) into the Elbe
River.

II.

PROJECT CONCEPT

As transport and deposition of sediment and suspended
matter is involved, a combined scaled model/ numerical model
approach was envisaged for the project. The numerical
hydraulic model was tasked to help with optimisation steps

Figure 2. Topography of the channel mouth and adjacent river stretches

The maintained fairway is located on the left side of the
channel (Fig. 2) and has to provide a width of 40 – 80 m and a
minimum water depth of 3.30 m. The material dredged on the
down-stream side within the channel mouth consists of fine
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sand. It comprises little cohesive share. The material deposited
on the up-stream side of the channel consists of a mixture of
sand and silt. The river bed consists of fine and coarse sand.
The transport takes place via dunes (see Fig. 2).
IV.

FIELD DATA

A. Description
In order to guarantee good calibration and validation of
both model types a series of field measurements took place.
The measurements include 2D-depth-averaged velocity fields
in the area of the channel mouth processed from a 3D-ADCP
dataset and ADCP-cross profiles in the Elbe River and in the
channel mouth. Four measurement campaigns took place
between October 2007 and September 2010. Two flow
conditions were covered: bank-full (2MQ) and a mean high
water (MHQ) discharge.
Also dredging material and soil samples from the river bed
and the channel mouth were analysed.
B. Results
The processed measurements (for 2MQ), presented in
Fig. 3, top, show two main features: reduced flow velocities in
the Elbe River where the channel meets the river and a
distinguished large eddy in the channel mouth itself,
accompanied by a secondary and third eddy deeper into the
mouth.

discharge. The position and size of the eddy remain
“unchanged”. From the measurements it was concluded that
the eddy is mainly two-dimensional. Mean velocities in the
river amount to about 1.1 m/s up- and downstream the mouth
and 1 m/s at the channel mouth at 2MQ and maximum speed to
about 0.3 m/s in the eddy.
V.

THE SCALED MODEL

A. Model description
The laboratory model has an overall length of 60 m and
covers about 4 km of the Elbe River from El-km 571,1– 574,9
(see Fig. 4). It is downscaled by 1:60 in the horizontal direction
and 1:30 in the vertical direction (Froude model). The river bed
is made of a non-movable gravel-bed. Additional roughness
was introduced during the calibration process, with the help of
a system of riffles crossing the model river bed (Fig. 4). The
sheet pile walls were geometrically exact down-scaled. Surface
flow velocities were measured via Particle Tracking
Velocimetry (PTV) and vertical velocity distribution with the
help of Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry (ADV). Fig. 4 shows all
applied measurement techniques.

Figure 4. Scaled model of the Elbe River including channel mouth.

B. Results
1) Velocity Distribution in the Elbe River and the channel
mouth
Fig. 3, right side shows the measured (PTV) surface
velocities. Velocities in the scaled model might therefore be
higher as the ones measured on-site, especially for the river
part of the model. Still, the important features, namely
decreased velocities in the channel mouth area (top right),
position of the shear zone and velocity distribution in the
eddies in the channel mouth are well reproduced (bottom
right).
Measurements at 2MQ

Scaled model at 2MQ

Figure 3. Measured depth-averaged velocity field near channel mouth (top
left) and up-scaled PTV-field of surface flow velocity in scaled model (top
rigth) and close-up on channel mouth (bottom) for 2MQ. The inner bound of
the separation zone is marked as well as the centres of the eddy and the
second eddy. Streamlines indicate flow characteristics.

The measurements show no discharge dependent behaviour
of the eddy apart from increasing velocities with increasing

2) The sheet pile wall
In the course of the project the sheet pile wall and its
impact on the eddy came into focus when setting up the
numerical model. In order to investigate the impact of its
hydraulic roughness, the sheet pile walls on the downstream
side of the mouth in the scaled model were covered with
smooth metal plates in order to reduce the wall roughness
significantly. Fig. 5 shows the result of this experiment. The
smooth wall (left side) lets the re-circulating flow enter deeper
into the mouth then the rough wall (right) does. It appears that
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the flow velocities in the eddy do not differ significantly from
each other. From this, it was concluded, that the wall roughness
controls how far into the mouth the flow can enter and the
bottom friction which mainly controls flow velocities.
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domain is subdivided into two sections. The river stretch itself
is discretised with elements of a mean edge length of 7 m
whereas the area around the channel mouth is covered with
elements with mean edge length of 2 m. The grid resolution in
the river is high enough to resolve dunes. In Fig. 6 coarse and
fine parts of the computational grid as well as the distribution
of Nikuradse roughness height ks values are shown. The red
inset zooms into the region of the channel mouth and clarifies
the grid concept. The grid boundary is plotted in red. The
model was calibrated by fitting computed water levels to water
level measurements by adjusting ks–values. All numerically
relevant details can be taken from Table 1. The Nikuradse
roughness height ks over the model domain after calibration is
given in Table 2 [3].
TABLE I.

Scaled model, smooth wall

Scaled model, sheet pile wall

Figure 5. Left: PTV-surface velocities in the channel mouth with smooth
wall (metal plate) covering the left border. Right: PTV-surface velocities in
the channel mouth with rough wall (scaled sheet pile wall).

VI.

No. Of
elements

Min. edge
length
[m]

Max. edge
length
[m]

Time step
[s]

Type of
advection

136 446

0.86

20.77

1.0

MURD1

Turbulence
modell

Hor.
Viscosity
[m²/s]

Wall friction
[m]
(ks-value)

Roughness
Model

Telemac
Version

Const.
horizontal
viscosity

0.0001

Nikuradse
(ks,Wall)

Nikuradse
(ks, Zone)

V6p3

THE 2D-TELEMAC MODEL

A. Model description
The computational grid for the 2D-Telemac model (El-km
571 – 575) was set up using edge constraint for all hydraulic
relevant structures along the river stretch such as groynes. The

NUMERICAL PARAMETERS OF THE 2D-TELEMAC MODEL

Figure 6: Computational grid and distribution of ks-values in the numerical model

1.

the Multi-dimensional Upwind Residual
Distributive scheme
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B. Modelling the sheet pile wall
The most challenging part of the grid design was to adequately
account for the sheet pile wall. Such a wall construction, often
used in waterways, is a vertical and hydraulically rough border
between wet and dry elements. Its steepness is a problem in
itself for finite element codes such as Telemac. The roughness
and its impact on the flow field, as discussed in section
« Scaled model » posed an additional challenge. Tests showed
that defining the sheet pile wall sections via constraint edges as
grid border (see inlet Fig. 6) and using the possibility of
modelling wall friction led to the best results over the
discharge spectrum. The ks,Wall–value for the wall was adjusted
in such a way that the computed point of flow separation from
the wall matched the measured one. After fitting the separation
point, the ks–value in the area of the channel mouth was
determined by fitting flow velocities to the measured flow
field. Higher values led to under-estimated velocities in the
eddy. A disadvantage of such a model construction is, that
submerged floodplain and therefore flow conditions at high
water discharges cannot be modelled.
TABLE II.

ROUGHNESS DISTRIBUTION (KS) FOR 2D-MODEL

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Wall

River upstream
mouth

River downstream
mouth

Channel
mouth

Separation
zone

Grid
boundary

0.15 m

0.05 m

0.01 m

0.01 m

5.0 m

VII. THE 3D-TELEMAC MODEL
A. Model description
The 3D-Telemac model is an extension of the above
presented 2D-Telemac model. All numerical relevant
information is given in Table 3. The model needed recalibration.
TABLE III.
No. Of
elements

NUMERICAL PARAMETERS OF THE 3D-TELEMAC MODEL
Min. edge
length
[m]

Max. edge
length
[m]

Time step
[s]

Type of
advection

136 446

0.86

20.77

2.0

MURD

Turbulence
modell

Hor.
Viscosity
[m²/s]

Wall friction
[m]
(ks-value)

Roughness
Model

Telemac
Version

k-ε

0.0001

Nikuradse
(ks,Wall)

Nikuradse
(ks, Zone)

Vertical
layering

Number of
vertical
layers

logarithmic σlayering

10

V6p3r2

Table 4 gives the distribution of ks in the sections shown in
Fig. 6. A fourth zone (flow separation zone) was introduced to
get a better fitting for water levels. The values in the upper part
of the river model had to be increased by a factor of three and
by a factor of two in the lower part for fitting the water levels.
The value in the channel mouth had to be lowered distinctively.
Again, the flow velocities in the eddy showed being sensitive

to the ks-value. The value for ks, Wall had to be raised to 7.0 m in
order to fit the shape of the eddy.
TABLE IV.

ROUGHNESS DISTRIBUTION (KS) FOR 3D-MODEL

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Wall

River upstream
mouth

River downstream
mouth

Channel
mouth

Separation
zone

Grid
boundary

0.35 m

0.10 m

0.001 m

0.015 m

7.0 m

B. Results
The presentation of results will be restricted to the 2MQdischarge. Fig. 7 shows the computed depth-averaged flow
velocities in the channel mouth computed by the 2D- and the
3D-model.
For comparison, the measurements are also shown. Both
model show good agreement with the measured data in the
river stretch. The separation front is represented in both models
well enough and the eddy, computed by the 3D-model fits the
measurement very well. The 2D-model gives a sufficiently
good representation of the flow-field in the mouth, but can
certainly be further improved by varying ks,Wall and ks,Zone3.
Fig. 8 shows the influence of the values for ks,Wall and ks,Zone3 on
the eddy computed by the 3D-model. If the wall roughness is
considerably lowered to a value of 0.10 m, the flow sticks to
the wall over a longer distance, as was already observed in the
scaled model (see Fig. 5). A ks,Wall=7.0 m leads to very good
agreement with the measurements. The value for the bottom
friction influences the flow velocities in the eddy, but not so
much its spatial extent.
VIII. DISCUSSION
Both the 2D- and 3D-Telemac model were calibrated
successfully to the in-situ measurements. The velocity cross
profiles showed good agreement with measurements both in
the river itself and in the channel mouth The calibration of the
river stretch is based on fitting water-levels by adjusting the
Nikuradse roughness height ks. The values for ks in zone 1 and
zone 2 are high considering the characteristic of local soil
material. For a 2D-model it can always be argued, that form
drag (e.g. dunes) has to be parameterized via ks. Following this
reasoning, the ks-values set in the 3D-model are then far too
high, as form drag, in theory, is reproduced directly.
From experience we already know that the ks-value
depends on the chosen vertical turbulence model, so when the
k-ε-model is used in Telmac3D, ks-values are up to three times
higher than in a 2D-model built on the same computational
grid [4]. Apparently, in the friction dominated flow in the river
the k-ε-model under-estimates energy dissipation to obtain the
correct water levels. It has to be introduced via bottom friction.
In the channel mouth (zone 3), we have to reduce the ks-value
by a factor of 10 in order to fit flow velocities. The flow in the
re-circulation zone is formed by the interaction of turbulent
mixing in the shear layer and the boundary layer due to the
sheet pile wall. To accurately capture these processes, both an
adequate advection and turbulence model are required. It
appears that either the MURD advection scheme, the k-εmodel, the chosen wall roughness parameterisation, or their
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Best fit 3DTelemac

Measurements

Figure 7: Computed and measured depth averaged flow velocities for 2DTelemac (left row), 3DTelemac (middle row), measurements (right row).

ks,Wall = 0.1m, ks,Zone3=0.001m

ks,Wall=7.0 m, ks,Zone3=0.001m

ks,Wall=7.0 m, ksZone3=0.015m

Figure 8: Influence of chosen Nikuradse Roughness height for wall and bottom on the computed flow field.

combination, over-estimates the dissipation and slows down
the flow considerably. Unfortunately, tests with a combination
of a constant horizontal viscosity and Prandtl’s mixing length
model in the vertical were not possible.
Due to these uncertainties in the calibration, a direct
investigation of possible solutions to the sedimentation
problem was not deemed reliable without cross-check.

Fortunately, in this case, the cross-check can be supplied by the
scaled model.
The most difficult part in the set-up of the numerical model,
(2D or 3D) was to decide how to integrate the impact of the
sheet pile wall into the numerical model. Only the
measurements over a certain discharge range and experiments
with the scaled model delivered the necessary information and
gave the certainty needed to decide for modelling the wall via
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wall friction at the grid boundary and to introduce the high but needed - ks,Wall-value of 7.0 m.
The ks,Wall-value of 7.0 m seems unphysically high. If
transferred to the thickness of the roughness length z0, related
to the boundary layer thickness (1/30 of ks), a value of 0.23 m is
reached. If one takes into account the geometry of a sheet pile
wall (see Fig. 9), maybe such a value is not so unrealistic.
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Figure 9: Sketch of sheet pile wall in context with the location of the grid
boundary and the roughness length z0

IX.

CONCLUSION

Modelling re-circulation zones developing e.g. in channel
mouths is beyond the daily-modelling routine and lacks
experience. Therefore both the measurements and the data
from the scaled model provided indispensable information
which led to a model set-up, allowing calibration.
The significant influence of the different calibration
parameters, e.g. bottom and wall friction, on the results of the
applied 2D and 3D numerical models, opens the door for
further investigation.
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